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WVBC Definite As Fund
Drive Tops Goal; Expect
Back-To-Bates Inaugural

•BATES COLLEGE. LEWISTON. MAIN!-, OCTOBER 10. 1951

Novelist J. P- Marquand Opens
Literature Series Tomorrow
Whitaker Reveals New
Chase Hall Dance Plan

be,
r>-

To the STUDENT:
This year the Chase Hall Dance
Committee announces a new revitalized program for its Saturday
night activities in Chase. As with
each succeeding year, many new
ideas have been incorporated into
the program by the committee.
However, even the most perfect
weekly schedule can fall flat unless
it has the full support of the student body and faculty.

n |

I'hc organization wheels of Station WVBC get set for initial
imndcast Back-to-Bates Weekend. (L. - r.) Jane Bowers, Robert
IVilliafis, Bruce Chandler, Robert Atkins. William Stevens looks on
rom jfic control room.
has become a reality! Busianager Robert Atkans anliouncgd last week "A successful
ampaign, during which more than
.'25 was raised, climaxed months of
tanning and preparation. Rates is
m assured of having its own radio
atio%!'
The
I lie BO
station staff hopes to have
WIJC in
i
operation by Back-toJates] Weeekend, Oct. 27. It is hoped
hat several members of the adminisr.itioti will appear on a special open■ «how the night of Oct. 26. Mu', news of the day. and a preview
':ie game-with the University of
ft'^ine will follow. On Saturday
■C will go on the air at 10
fff. with a music show featuring
ice Chandler and France* Cook as
lisc jockeys. Dwight Harvie will
ring five minute's of news at 11
m.
■Regular Shows Start Oct. 30
The regular broadcasting schedule
iill begin on Monday. Oct. 30. Tcnatively, this schedule calls for one
half-hour of music starting at 9
) m. From 9:30 to 9:45 different
'hows will be presented Monday
hrough Friday.
These will include the music of
Sob Cagenello. interviews with adnistration officials and campus
Personalities, and dramatic shows by
itch organizations as
Robinson
'layers and Hillel. From 9:45 until
0, Bill Eveleth, Alden Palmer, and
•wight Harvie will present world.
Deal, and campus news along with
wtional and local sports information.
\ weather report will also be includtf^tiii program.
M ' I Wednesday
nights
Bruce
.pdler, station manager of WVBC,
I fill the 9:30 to 9:45 spot with
Station's editorial page. On this
Chandler will select some
jit campus happening and, af'senting several viewpoints on

the subject, will arrive at the conclusion of the station's editorial staff.
Includes Disc Jockeys
From 10 to 11 every night, a full
hour of the best-records from D'Orsey's, Bisallon's. major record companies, and student collections will he
presented. The records will he spun
by disc jockeys who will include
Harry Melinc. Smokey Stover, and
Dave Howie, Bob Ruhenstein, Cindy
Faves. Tonv Orlandelta, and Pat
Heldman, and many more. This hourlong program will always attcmnt to
air a variety of music, whether it be
bop or Beethoven.
Several types of disc shows are
planned. There will undoubtedly be
a "show time" program with selections from some outstanding musical
being played each week. Shows made
up of requests, hit records, novelty
tunes, and classical music are also being scheduled. It is hoped this hour
each night plus the two hours on
Saturday night will be an expression
of the musical desires of the students.
Welcome Organization Programs
Time will be made available to
several campus organizations to present programs pertaining to their activities. The World Government Club
and the Christian Association have
already requested such arrangements,
and any other campus organizations
are welcome to do so.
fContinued on page three1*
RADIO STATION NOTICE
All who arc interested in
working in any capacity. on
WVBC should attend the meeting in the Little Theatre tonight, Wednesday, Oct. 10, at
8:30 p.m. We need writers,
disc jockeys, news- and sportscasters,
announcers,
business
staff,
clerical
workers,
and
anyone with ideas.

By Subscription

Our goal for this year, as last
vear, is VARIETY.
Dormitory Dance
For instance, one Saturday night
out of the month we plan to enlist
the specific aid of two dormitories
or houses: one from the men's and
one from the women's side of
campus. It has been worked out so
that each dorm will help out on
one Chase dance during the year.
This combination of dorms will get
together and plan a Saturday night
dance with the guidance of the
Chase Hall Committee. Decorations, music (cither records or
perhaps a dorm combo), and refreshments— if any, will be the responsibility of these two dorms.
Any dorms wishing to plan a
dance may see me or some member of the committee, preferably
several weeks in advance of the
date you wish to reserve for your
dorm.
Band Each Month
We have formulated a policy to
have one dance a month with music provided by a band. This will be
planned so that such a dance will
not conflict with formats or other
dances in the gym. Anyone wishing to bring suitable dance records
to he played at the dances are welcome to do so. Our machine plays
all speed (rpm) records.
While on the subject of dance
music, might I add that a variety
cf rhythms is necessary in any
dance. An evening of fox trots
would soon prove quite tiring and
boring to say the least, and at these
Chase dances we want to satisfy
the musical whims of as many individuals as possible. Records will
he played in sets of three. Novelty
dances, such as rhumbas, sambas,
and waltzes will be moderately inserted in some of these sets.
New System
Because of the new system of
allowing the students to pick their
own selections from our list outside the record booth door, fox
trots will head the list of records
played. Just a word about this system for those students who haven't
heard about it or did not understand it at last Saturday's Disc
Jockey Drag. There is a table out(Continued on page eight)

talk that way?' "
Born in Wilmington. Del., Marquand grew up in New York City
.Hid Rye. N. Y. He attended high
school in Newburyport. Mass.. and
was in the class of 1915 at Harvard, where he specialized in chemSomeone has said oi Marquand istry and was on the Lampoon
that his voice is his outstanding board. After graduation, he gave
Up the idea of being an engineer,
ind wrote for the Boston Evening
Transcript.
Between this time and the beginning of a career as a novelist,
Marquand was successively an artillery officer in France during
World War I. a journalist on the
New York Tribune, and writer for
an advertising agency. In 1920, he
uegan publishing magazine fiction.
The novel first bringing him distinction was "The Late Ccorge
Apley" (1937). which won the
Pulitzer Prize for fiction in 1938.
This was a satire on the "Boston
Brahmins." Marquand became well
known as an interpreter of Boston and New England characters,
not only because of "Apley." but
also for his portrayals in "Wickford Point" (1939) and "H. M.
Pulham, Esquire" (1941). Those
affiliated with Bates may rememJohn P. Marquand
ber the Robinson Players' produccharacteristic. "It starts somewhere tion of "Apley" in the fall of 1949.
collaborated
with
in the vicinity of his shoes and is Marquand
usually quiet and restrained, with George S. Kaufman in writing the
a pronounced Bosti nian accent, but dramatization of the novel.
Among Marquand's more recent
it can achieve sudden extraordinary
volume and range of pitch when he works are "So Little Time"
IS aroused, so much so that strang- (1943). "Repent in Haste" (1945).
ers have been known to inquire: "B. I-'.'s Daughter" (1946). and
'is it iu-t an act or docs he really "Point of No Return" (1949).
By Ruth Russell
John P. Marquand, distinguished
novelist, arrives tomorrow to begin
the Modem Literature Conference
Series in the chapel at 7:30 p.m.
His lecture is entitled. "The Modern Novel."

Expect To Watch Growth
Of Unlimited Cut List
Debaters Seek
Squad Positions
The Bates Debating Council is now
preparing for another year's participation in intercollegiate debating. Officers
are
president
David
Moore, secretary, Doris Hardy, and
treasurer, Stanley Patterson.
Tryouts for both the freshman and
varsity squads will be held in the
near future. Varsity tryouts will consist of actual debates by three-man
teams on this year's high school topic,
"Resolved, that all American citizens
should be subject to conscription for
essential service in time of war."
They will be held Oct. 11 and 12.
Freshman tryouts will he held 4-5
p. m. and 7-8 p. m. Monday, Oct.
22. They will consist of five-minute
extemporaneous talks on any controversial subject chosen by the candidate. They are open to all. regardless
of previous debating experience.
Professor Quimby has scheduled a
number of debates for this fall.
There will be debates away from the

More Bates students will have.
unlimited cuts this semester than
ever before.
Under a new faculty ruling, announced late last spring, all students earning 3.2 qpr or higher will
have the privilege of deciding how
many cuts they can afford to take
without damaging their work. Physical education, laboratory work,
and chapel are the exceptions under
ihe new rule.
In the first semester last year 94
students earned a 3.4 or higher
qpr. and 52 students made 3.2-3.4.
Freshmen are ineligible for unlimited cuts and last year's freshman class was larger than usual.
The administration expects that at
least 150 students will have cuts.
According to statistics published
in the STUDENT last spring, students having the privilege of unlimiteds had averaged only two'hree per cent more cuts than the
rest of the student body.
college on Nov. 3, 10, and 17, and a
debate on campus with Bowdoin on <
Nov. 30. An international debate will
be held at Bates on Dec. 14.

/o
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Annual Stanton Ride Proceeds Young Attorney Tells
As Scheduled Despite Rain Of Job Getting Known
The Class of 1955 braved wind
and rain last Saturday to experience the annual Stanton Ride.
But they decided not to trudge
over rain-soaked Mt. Gile following the afternoon of roasted weenies, and Frosh frolics including rhe
traditional tug of war between the
Freshmen men and women.
Girls Tug Harder
The girls won, 2-0. But the
first tug didn't count, because a
Ford was discovered tied to one
end of the rope — the girls' end.
The girls won the second tug, anyway, encouraged by upperclass
Hide workers.
There was considerable speculation Saturday morning that the
Hide would have to be walked in
the Cage, for the day broke chilly
and drizzly, The weather cleared
somewhat later in the morning,
however, and the I-'rosh were off.
During the afternoon the class
picture was snapped.
For the games the new Bates
students tossed shoes into a pile
and paired off.
John McLaren was in charge of
the ride this year, with John Meyers heading the work detail which
performed jobs such as digging
holes for fires. Cynthia Keating
and Mason Taber were in charge
of games and Dorothy Pierce ami
Jerrv Morris handled the food

Garnet Plans Three
Issues During Year

HOT DOG is devoured at Stanton Ride

No Players Production
Until Next Semester

Members of Robinson Players will
he divided into four acting lab
groups and will hear different phases
of production discussed by fellow
members at the monthly meetings.
No major productions or play production classes will be given until
committee.
Miss Schaefl'er returns from her
sabaltical leave next semester. Lab
groups will be responsible for most
of the entertainment at the meetings.
Nancy Kosinski, Robinson Players
president, introduced Miss Murrell
of the speech department, club advisor during Miss Sehaeffcr's abA victory orchestra and a "housesence, at an informal meeting in the
of-thc-weck-skit" I8 the program
Little Theatre. Oct. 2.
planned for next week's Chase
Hall dance. The Hacker girls are in
the control seat for the evening, Saturday, Oct. 13. The cost is only ten
cents — a true student toll.
The lassies of Frye team together
All students other than freshmen
with the gents from Mitchell on Oct. may operate motor vehicles which
20 to produce a colorful Hallowe'en have been registered with the coltheme. November will usher in an- • ege. according to new rules issued
other groove night on the third of this year by the administration.
the month. This time the dress will
This registration may be revoked
be informal. The selection of records at any time for unsatisfactory
planned is wide, including a number scholarship, unsatisfactory conduct,
of square dances.
and violation of the rules regulatThe Chase Hall Dance Committee ing the use. registration, and care
is arranging three more record (parking, etc.) of the automotive
dances — on Nov. 10, Dec. 1 and 15. vehicle.

Hacker Girls
Ask Wee Toll
At Chase Dance

Administration Begins
Vehicle Registration

Chop 15 Minutes Off
Libe Book Deadline
Reserve books must be returned
to the library by 9:30 a.m. instead
of 9:45 as in previous years.
The library staff feels that the
earlier deadline will give more students an opportunity to use the
books. Under the old system, reserves were often carried to 8:35
classes, preventing people at the
library from using them.
The outside library doors are
unlocked at 7 a.m. and a truck is
placed at the entrance so that books
may be returned before staff members arrive.

Chapel
Friday, Oct. 12
Robert Bradford, former governor of Massachusetts.
Monday, Oct. 15
Uncertain.
Wednesday, Oct. 17
Rev. Frederick Hayes of the
/
High St. (Auburn) Congrega, tional Church.

Speaking Sunday before eighteen periences as a ' 'typcial" youn
members of the Bates Barristers, lawyer.
Attorney Jcre
R.
Clifford
of
Attorney Clifford, a graduate t
Lewiston-Auburn related his ex- '.he Boston University School c
Law, class of '50, told the Barris
ters that one of the biggest pro!(
iems facing a young lawyer is thai
of "getting known."
"The young lawyer," said M
Clifford, "should not get discour
Three issues of the Garnet will
aged if he has no snap answers
•"e published this year provided a
many of the questions that aris
sufficient amount of creative work
concerning some of the finer point
is submitted to members of the
of the law. He will find that la«
Garnet board, according to Michael
school has concentrated on teachin,
Hennessey, Garnet editor.
Kim the general principles of tin
"We are interested in reading 'aw and not the knowledge of mi
-tudents' creative literary work of nute legal details which often caj
any type such as essays, original only be acquired through years j
jokes, poetry, and short stories," experience."
Hennesey stated. "Papers written
Attorney Clifford opined tlu
for credit in college courses are law schools should tighten up thii
i-cceptable provided they are of a standards so as to better prepare
creative nature," he added.
the law students for what is to fol
As at least one member of the iow. He feels that many prospecfreshman class will be invited to tive lawyers, some of whom would
serve on the editorial board next !.c unfit for the profession, speii
year, contributions from freshmen idle years in easy-going law
schools only to flunk the usually
are especially solicited.
difficult bar examination.
Contributors are requested to
A vigorous question ami answe
place their names and composition
period was held following the
titles in a sealed envelope and to
talk.
omit signing their name to their
Prior to Attorney Clifford's in
paper. Papers may be submitted to
formal speech Robert Rudolpl
any member of the Garnet board. If
-poke of the organization to the
a paper is not acceptable for pubBarristers and then read tin- pi
lication it will be returned with
amble to the club's constitution.
tiRgestions and criticisms.
Mason Taber. vice presideri
Members of the board are Hen- James Nabrit. secretary-treasure!
IH sty. Patricia Si'liiiicriuan. Earl and Russell Young, librarian, th
Dnque, Mary Leckemby Merrill,
fficers of the Barristers were iu-j
lean Decker, William Goodreau, traduced to the new members
,nd Anne Blaisdell.
president Rudolph.
Russell Young announced that
"The magazine will continue in
•hi -ante form as last year, a -mall. l he newly formed Barristers' libra
digest-size
publication,"
stated ry now includes a collection of cat
Hennessey. "The number and size alogues of most of the law schools
of our issues will depend on the in the United States. These catacooperation we get from the stu- logues and various other reading
dents as we are dependent on the material are available to the members.
student body for our material."

Include? Off- and On-Campus
Both on-campus and off-campus
students should have registered
cars within a week after their arrival in college. Men students must
register with Professor Sampson
and women students with Dean
Clark. Failure to do so will result
in a fine or the refusal to grant permission for their use. Upon registration, a sticker is to be provided
which must be placed on the right
side of the rear window.
Each applicant must file an information blank which must be
-igned by either a parent or guardian. All cars operated by s'udents

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS
Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645
54 Ash Street

Robert Lobfeld demonstrated the
use of stage flats. The woes of a
prop man were described by Cynthia
Parsons. Sue Martin spoke briefly on
the aspects of the costume committee. Larch Foxon and William
Stevens gave short talks on make-up
and lighting of the stage production.
The actor's part was illustrated by
Harold Kyte. who performed two of
Benedict's soliloquys from "Much
Ado About Nothing." last year's winter production.

Calendar
Wednesday, Oct. 10
CA Faith Commission, midweekvespers, chapel, 9:15-9:45 p.m.
WVBC organization meeting,
Little Theater. 8:30-9:15 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 11
Modern Literature Conference.
John P. Marquand, chapel,
7:30-9:30 p.m.
Lambda Alpha supper meeting,
Thomcrag. 4:30-7:30 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 12
Rally, 7 p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 14
BOC open house, Thomcrag, 25:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 16
CA monthly meeting.

Book Bundling Proves Helpful,
Watson Wants More Participation

Over one-half of the upperclassmen received their books for the first
semester in bundles in the Chase Hall
basement the day before school
opened. Lists of books needed for
first semester courses were sent out
from Dean Rowe's office during the
must be adequately covered by lia- summer.
"This process of distributing the
bility insurance.
books has proved very helpful in easParking Rules
ing the first week's rush at the bookOn campus cars must be
store. However, it would be even
parked only in definitely desmore successful if more upperclassignated spaces:
men would purchase their books this
Both sides of Bardwell St.
way," stated Mr. Watson, manager
from Campus Ave. to Roger
Williams Hall, from Roger
of the bookstore.
Williams Hall towards Russell
The process of book distributing
St. only on the RIGHT
HAND SIDE of Bardwell St.
on both sides of College St.,
and in the parking spaces between Smith Hall and Bardwell
(Continued on page eight)

Ritz Theatre

has had quite a history, according to
Dean Rowe. Before Chase Hall wa
built, students bought their books at
a private house on Wood street owned by an ancient personage nicknamed Shylock.
Until three years ago, students!
bought their books in what is now a
private dining room in Chase Hail
The bookstore was combined with ,i
luncheon counter, and students' complaints of long lines and inadequa
space demanded that changes be
made.
The idea of book bundling was|
conceived by William Dill '51, horn
graduate.

STRAND
THEATRE

EMPIRE
THEATRE

Wed., Thurs., Oct. 10, 11: "House
on Telegraph Hill," William
Lundigan; "Gypsy Fury," Viveca Lindfords.

Wed.. Oct. 10
"FLYING LFATHFRNEGKS"

Wed., Thurs.
Oct. 10, 11
"I'LL ALWAYS LOVE YOU" Fri., Sat., Oct. 12. 13: "Texas
Rangers," Gale Storm and
(technicolor)
George Montgomery; companion
"CUSTOMS AGENT"
feature not announced as yet;
Fri., Sat., Sun.
Oct. 12, 13, 14
Cartoon and Serial.
"SENSATION"
"SUGARFOOT"
Sun., Mon., Tues., Oct. 14, 15, 16:
(technicolor)
"Never Trust a Gambler," Cathy
Mon.-Thurs.
Oct. 15- 18
O'Donnell; "Along the Great
"MANON"
Divide," Kirk Douglas, Virginia
(French with English Titles)
Mayo.

- with -

John Wayne, Robert Ryan
Thurs., Fri., Sat., Oct. 11. 12, I!
"THE GOLDEN HORDE"
- with Ann Blyth, David Farrar
Sun., Mon., Tucs., Oct. 14, 15, 16
"SATURDAY'S HERO"
- with John Derek, Donna Reed
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Outing Club Elects Brynnen And Senior Portraits Will Be
Brockelman To New Positions Ready For Christmas
Mary Ann Brynnen and Webster Carnival themes be presented at the
Srockelman were elected to the next council meeting. Glass also asked that it be made known to the stuHoard and were made correctors
dents "and faculty that the Outing
of hikes and canoes, at the first
Club would appreciate donations of
meeting of the Bates Outing Club on bicycles. The Outing Club will pay
Oct. 3. Caroline Rothstein, George for all shipping charges.
Bateman, Gordon
Perkins, Jean
Plans are being made now for the
Chapman, and Lou Winter were
Intercollegiate Outing Clubs Assoilected to the Council.
ciation Conference, which will be
President Al Glass asked that sponsored by Bates and will be held

some weekend in November. Outing
Clubs of all the Maine colleges have
been invited.
Richard Prince, chairman of publicity, has announced that a booklet
of Outing Club information is now
in print and will be available to all
students in a very short time. The
booklet tells of all Outing Club
events, equipment, and the rules and
regulations by which it functions.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests)

Dorm Scribes Chosen;
Debibbing Postponed,
Haze Day Rules Passed
Sophomore secretaries foil each
women's dormitory were elected at
'be fir>t Stu-G meeting this year.
Oct. 3. Those chosen for the portion are:
Hacker, Marilyn Winslow; Milliken, Rosemary Keck; West Parker,
Dawn Colburn; Frye, Carol Guild;
Cheney, Janice Todd; East Parker.
Patricia Small; Wilson. Nancy
Metcalf: Whittier. Ellen DtSantis;
Chase. Nancy Wilkes: Rand. Eleanor Wolfe.
Debibbing Night has been postponed from Nov. 1 until Nov. 6.
Haze Day Rules were drawn up
ind passed by the Board. They will
be published at a later date.
Occasionally, freshman girls will
icceive written invitations to attend Stu-G meetings to give then
an opportunity to observe the actions of their governing body.

James Farmer
Speaks For CA
The Christian Association, desiring
a more unified organization, is replacing the monthly commission
nights with open meetings at Chase
Hall every third Tuesday night at
7:30 p. m. Students will be able to
participate in all areas of the CA prograin without limitation. Although
there will be no more fireside chats,
these meetings will make possible a
wider range of activity for each individual.
Since the commissions
have
been replaced by interest areas,
each part of the organization will
be introduced to all students. The
first meeting will be snonsored by
the Public Affairs area.
October 16, James Farmer of the
League of Industrial Democracy,
will begin the Chase Hall programs by speaking on the topic,
"Whither American Labor."

GLENWOOD
BAKERY
ihis classy campus caper-cutter got his snootful of

*

cute cigarette tests. It didn't take him long to dig out

Pleases
Particular
Patrons

by a mere single puff or quick-sniff experiment!
Millions of smokers, on and off the campus, have discovered there's only one true test of cigarette mildness.
IT'S THE SENSIBLE TEST ... the 30-day
Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to
try Camels as your steady smoke — on a day-after-day

'•Although
department
heads
wire chosen last spring, there are
still positions open on our staff for
Freshmen or upperclasmen who are
interested," stated Jean.
Actual work on the 1952 Mirror,
begun last March, has been progressing on schedule. In addition
two business meetings have been
held.
A general meeting was held last
Thursday which was open to anyone interested in hearing Jean and
her business manager, Nancy Larcom, discuss what still needs to be
accomplished.
A meeting with the senior class
was held Monday. Jean and Nancy
explained the scheduling and prices
of the senior pictures.

Junior Class Plans
Parade Friday Night
A parade into downtown Lewision by members of the band and
student body will be the featured
i vent of the football rally next
Fliday night The march will start
from tin' campus at 7 p.m.
A bonfire and outdoor rally behind Parker Hall will be lieW after the parade. The rally is sponsored by the junior class with Ann
Stewart and Bob I.ennon acting as
chairmen.

Clubs Notice
Each club wishing STUDENT
write-ups of its meetings must assign the stories to one of its members. Club presidents are advised
to appoint a regular representative
,o handle this job.
All stories •must be typed double
spaced, and brought to the Publishing Association office, Chase Hall,
between 6:30 and 7 p.m. on Saturdays.

Station WVBC

The

the fact that cigarette mildness can't be determined

Tash Studio in LewHton will begin senior portraits at the end of
this ^-eek. They will be ready in
time for students to use them as
Christmas gifts, stated Jean MacKinnon. Mirror editor.

*
10 PARK STREET
Right off Main Street

(Continued from page one)
Special event programs arc also
in the making, according to Jane
Bower, program director. "When a
big band comes to Lawiston, we hope
to have the leader appear for an interview," she said. "We also hope to
have as guest speakers any other
famous personalities who may come
to Bates or to Lewiston. and Bill
F.veleth plans to bring in members of
the coaching staff as guests from
time to time on his news and sports
programs."
WVBC has been made possible
by the efforts and cooperation of
students, faculty, and administration.

basis. No snap judgments. Once you've tried Camels
for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat,

"COMPLETE BANKING SERVICE'

T for Taste), you'll see why ...

After all the Mildness Tests —

Camel leads all other brands bybi/ffons

LEWISTON TRUST CO.
LEWISTON

-

MAINE

We Solicit The Business Of Bates Students

/a.
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Editorials
A Word On Editorials
During the past few years all editorials have been the personal
opinion of only one mcrhber of the STUDENT editorial board,
the editor-in-chief.
This year'begins a new policy. Editorials, unless otherwise
initialed will still be the product of the editor, but will also reflect
opinions of the entire editorial board.
We don't expect or even want agreement among all the board
members during our editorial topic discussions. Instead we feel
that policy arguments, no matter how heated they become, can
have only one result — richer, more inclusive editorials, representing the studied opinions of several instead of just one person.
Discussion will give our ideas a chance to simmer and then cool
before being wrung from the press.
If there should be a decided division of opinion among editorial board members, we will either run two opposite viewpoints
or it will be the right of the editor-in-chief to decide the final stand
'lie STUDENT will make on the issue.
We're going along with the democratic statement "Two heads
are always better than one," for keeping us level and a trifle ahead
of the pulse beat of the campus.
j£

Gumming Up The Works
We understand that there arc lots of versatile students around
who march in the dining halls cracking gum.
Not being among them ourselves, we aren't quite sure whether
the idea is to chew gum with your right bicuspids while you shovel
food into your left ones, or whether the gum custom is a means of
attempting to keep time to the music.
We may be confused about the purpose but we do know that
these students haven't had the opportunity of doing K.P. duty.
We have, and we happen to know what happens when trays and
plates are piled up with gum strewed over them.
Either in removing it from the trays and plates it sticks to the
scraper or (this is usually the case) it is overlooked. We could go
on but the mental image of what a piece of gum looks like after
soaking in hot water makes us — er — well we hope vou get the
jioint!
Perhaps some other time we'll return to this sub ect for a more
graphic description.
There are still the placid cows we've noticed sitting in chapel
seats. And we'll be glad to recommend other than gum cracking
preventatives against lockjaw if anyone is interested.

Letter To The Editor

Chow Chiselers
Editor, The STUDENT:
There's been of late an increased
amount of inconsideration being
shown by large groups "bucking the chow line" at the Commons.

Sampsonville Scene
By Pete Carsley
A 12-0 victory over Smith-North
started Sampsonville-Off Campus
off on the right foot in their first
intramural football game of the season. The "old men" turned in quite
a job — married life didn't seem to
bother George Cory as he was all
over the field keeping up with the
single fellows. Don "Oh, my-ach•ng-back" McCarthy was the only
one of the old guard that was miss;
ng. Pat didn't want him laid up
again.

The fellows have always had a
!enient attitude towards an almost
informal line. When one, or possibly two individuals go to dinner, it adds to their enjoyment to
'>e able to eat with their friends.
But when there are three or more
The long wait of Mr. and Mrs.
:ndividuals, I believe they have Donovan finally came to an end
with the arrival of a baby girl on
company enough.
Saturday, Oct. 6. Best wishes from
Time Is Valuable
all of Sampsonville. Dr. John will
It's disheartening to some, who i.ow join the other fathers in the
respectfully take their places at the diaper-hanging crew.
end of the line, to find that after Give Us Light
fifteen minues their section of fhe
We are wondering when the colline hasn't moved at all. Their time lege is going to change over to
is also valuable to them.
Et> Stern Standard Time on the
I've noticed that it's usually the lights in the rear of our apartments.
same individuals and groups who All the rest of the clocks have been
continually cut the line. It's amaz- on EST for a week now. It is dark
ing to find that these people never at about 6:15, and the lights don't
have friends at the end of the line, come on until 9 p. m.
but always plenty at the beginning.
Jack Lockwood has been busy
cleaning
house and laying linoThis year the situation is getting
worse. Inconsideration is becoming leum for the arrival of his family
a precedent for further inconsider- about Nov. 1. Yvette, why the
ation. I'm sure that a little self- rush to early morning mass on Sunrestraint by each in this matter jays? If you see a bulge on her hip
could eliminate growing animosity — beware — she packs a pistol
there. The flu has been making
and annoyance.
•he rounds these past two weeks
Eddy Blackledge
with the lastest victim being Pat

Co-eds Complain

The collective female voice of
Texas College of Arts and Industiics has protested so loudly for
more consideration from the men
• We have heard a few complaints lately about the existence of that, thanks to thc«ACP Feature
a club night every second Tuesday in the month, on which most Service, its noise has even reached
of the smaller clubs must hold their meetings. The complaint is Lewiston.
that students may not belong to more than one of the smaller clubs
We think that the Bates coed
in which they might be interested.
might sympathize with these comThe story behind club night makes evident the good sense in plaints even though, of course, we
thus restricting students' membership in campus organizations. have no counterpart here. Some of
The tradition of club night began just before World War II, after their advice to the men:
considerable discussion among students as well as faculty. In the
pre-war days when students could join as many clubs as they de- The Weaker Sex
sired, the vogue was to join as many groups as possible in order
"Girls don't expect you to read
to pad the individual's college record with apparent extra-curricular Emiry Post, but they hate to stand
activities.
in front of a door waiting for a
Clubs As Academic Aids
fellow to open it, when he comes
The result was the deterioration of the small clubs into social along and asks, 'Whatsa' matter,
groups instead of thriving as actively useful adjuncts to the you weak or something?'
academic departments, the purpose for which they had been estab"There are comon courtesies that
lished—such as the music, literary, scientific and religious clubs. girls appreciate, such as opening of
Students simply could not belong to three or four clubs and put car doors, help in being seated, risenough energy into one of them to justify the membership. The ing when she enters the room and
energy was spread too thin, and the clubs, though large in mem- letting her go ahead of you."
bership, were weak.
Other hints: When you are tellBesides helping to make clubs useful and worthwhile organizaing
your life story, don't be contions, the club night has another advantage —it is a date upon
ceited
about ir. Be subtle about
■which no other college function may be held which might interfere
with club attendance, and it also limits wrangling over times and implying you are a superman.
Don't brag about previous conplaces to meet. It is something of which you can always be sure
quests. The girls say they "Aren't
— like birth, sex, and death.
J. K.
particularly interested."

brinkerhoff. She really was hard
put for a day taking care of
George and Paul, plus not feeling
veil herself. George can really get
around on those crutches now, but

hates to be so inactive. If anyc:(
wants to learn how to turn shir
collars, see seamstress Pat McCar
rhy. She has the easiest meth<><
we've seen yet — she just cuts t!it
collar off with a razor blade

brotHerl
Kids Play House
The favorite occupation of the
kids lately is playing house under
the slide. Kathy Jones is usually
the baby, and a very realistic out
ivith 'her perfect imitations, whilt
Connie Colby makes an efficient
mother. The smaller ones usual
go their respective ways except
when they fight over a tricycle, del
carriage, a stick, doll, or son <
equally "important" object. Two
newcomers this year are Hans an
Michael O'Mera who are slow!
getting acquainted with the Others,
Things seem very normal again
litre in Sampsonville with the husbands down grinding at the book
wives visiting, and kids fighting.

Everybody Happy?
We were amused by a featur
release from the Associated Collegiate Press.
Slightly fed up with the famous
journalistic adage that readers love
10 see their names in print, the
Oklahoma Daily, University of Oklahoma, printed the following in .1
box at the top of the front page:
"It is the fervent wish of the
Daily to make all its readers happy
— therefore, in compliance with an
age-old demand, the Daily is publishing today the name of every
student in the university. Amen.''

Club Night Strengthens Groups

Coupe Casanova

Ignorance Is Expensive*
Reiteration by the library staff that "ignorance is no excuse"
is costing a lot of people a lot of quarters.
The Coram staff changed the deadline for reserve books from
9-45 am. to 9:30, but made no general announcement ol the tact
Thev didn't put up a notice on the main bulletin board, or even at
the library desk. In fact, the warning of the change was only
given to students waiting in line to take out their books, at.night
If they didn't hear the announcement, or forgot to tell ^deputy
who took the books back in the morning-WHAM! - they had
to pay a quarter for each reserve returned after 9:JU.
We consider this a shot in the back All we can do b yell uncle
and hope that students will take heed of the notice on page 2 about
the revision in deadline.
_ ^
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Frosh Men Comment On
Non-Coeducational Rule
By Sy Coopersmith
Reactions and comments can be
interesting, especially when inter-,
viewing the residents of Roger
Williams Hall on the topic of
1'reshman Rules.
On the first floor I encountered
i straggler with a towel wrapped
:i!>out his midriff. Assuming this to
'>e a freshman I approached cautiously and asked, "Do you have
any comments or opinions on
reshm - - - "?

..

. .

■i ii i ■ ! rliiil.il ill.

ON CALL

A good crowd at Chase Hall last
tion, the wearing of name cards,
Saturday night — Mr. Andrews
the length of time the rules are
rushed busily around urging stags
imposed, and comments m gento dance and threatening to dederal." The comments started slowly
icate numbers to Mr. and Mrs. Gary
and mounted to a point of confuPaul Joseph Somers.
sion and incoherency.
Applause for all those who
Contemplator: "Coeducation is a
helped on the WVBC campaign
good idea, but who likes good
and to the campus in general
ideas?"
for supporting the station —
Mopper: "We're not allowed to
looks like one of the most suchave opinions."
cessful Bates projects in a long
Letter Writer: "Pretty rough no
time.
speeka da English for five weeks."

Contemp.: "What's the sense of
Now that it's no longer news, we
wearing name cards downtown?"
must inform you that Mary Berry"In there." he pointed to a room,
Shoe Shiner: "I feel silly."
ment and Bob Cagenello are enthose guys think." He hitched up
gaged. It's one of those sudden proWriter:
"Five
weeks
is
too
long."
hil towel and staggered to the
posals — they've only gone toShiner: "Nah."
showers. I entered the room suggether for three years!
gested. One of them was writing a
Writer: "It's impolite not to anutter, one was shining his shoes, swer when a girl asks you how
A damp and abbreviated
unother was mopping the floor, and you feel."
Stanton Ride went off as schedthere was one of them sitting in a
uled
Saturday.
The husky
I asked them what they thought
ihair contemplating. I cleared my about wearing name cards and
freshman lads did the sporting
throat and proceeded. "Do any of beanies. There were no objections
thing and let their better
vou fellows have opinions on fresh- and everyone seemed to have
halves win the last tug-of-war.
Mian rules?" All at once the room returned to their respective occupaCongrats to the C.A. for ignorfroze. Motion ceased and no one tions, so I left.
ing the weatherman and pulling
ventured to look up. Someone said,
off a good job.
From The Mouth Of Babes
"Huh." I repeated myself for the
On the second floor I entered a
Now that the Secret Seven has
benefit of the latter. The mopper
room
in
which
a
very
large
young
held
council there is no more heavy
sakl, "Are you serious?"
man was standing before a mirror knocking at the windows of Mitch"It's for a STUDENT story," I adjusting his tie. I popped the ell. We used to wonder if there was
replied hopefully.
question about freshman rules. He .inything more to that guy than a
"That's different," said the mop- smiled reassuringly, slapped me on friendly waving arm. Now we know
per.
the back and left the room saying, he has legs. ("I'm great because
"What do you want to know?" "Don't worry, kid, you'll live f am great.")
through it."
isked the letter writer.
"Duke" Dukakis is skipping
In the next room there were five
"I'm trying to get some of the
a semester because of sickness.
freshman opinions on non-coeduca- freshmen sitting around doing
Carol Woodcock is now taking
Writer, Mopper, Contemplator

WARDS
Hosiery Bar

>VARD BFJOS
72 Lisbon St., Lewiston

elementary education courses at
the U of Illinois, while her fiance Hod Record does time
with the Army Air Force.
Mary Joanne Green is learning
to take dictation at Katie Gibbs
in Boston.
Senior English majors were beginning to look on Survey as this
year's snap course. Then Dr.
Wright came back. Oh well, it's
•till good to see the familiar
'.winkling face at the front room
of room 4 Libbey. even though
gazing at a blank blackboard for
fifteen minutes didn't require many
mental gymnastics.

Join The Most
Popular Coed Club
on Campus
Ward Bros. Hosiery Club
There's no "initiation fee"! The only
membership requirement is that you buy
your Northmont Nylons in our hosiery
department. Special club privileges (for
members only) entitle you to 1 pair of
flatterine; Northmont Nylons FREE for
every 12 pairs you buy.
The luxury and sheerness of
NORTHMONT full-fashioned nylons, in
coordinated sizes and lengths, are
timeless—BUT the sooner you join the
WARD BROS. Hosiery Club, the sooner
you will receive nylon dividends.
Northmont Nylons ever-so-faintly-scented

$1.50 to $1.75
They wear longer

We're saying congratulations
and darn it all — all in the
breath. First of all, congratulations to our advisor Dr. Donovan on the birth of his baby
girl last Saturday, and secondly, darn-it-all — why couldn't
she have been born on a day
when more of us could have
gotten cuts out of the happy
event
Well, back to the books for another week.
Miss Stic
nothing special, so I entered and
asked if anyone had anything to say
about the rules. Someone chuckled
and said, "Who are you, the grand
wizard?" I explained myself and
told them I would appreciate some
sincere comments. One of them
(Continued on page eight)
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Foreign Students Adjust
To Conditions Of Campus
By Dick Weber
The slender dark haired youth
fingered his violin lovingly and proceeded to play for me. This was
Clement Sheng, at Bates on scholarship, as is his sister, Julia. The
two of them are fascinating people
to talk to. They are from Formosa, leaving them about 10.000
miles from home. This is the first
time either of them has been in the
United States, or, for that matter,
away from their family. Bates was
recommended to them by a brother
who is a sophomore at the U of
Maine. Both of them had college
experience at the NationaIvTaiwan
University on Formosa, where Julia
completed her freshman year and
Clement finished as a sophomore.
Julia, with her long black hair
neatly braided and hanging in double columns down on her back,
smiled at my questioning and told
me she wants to be a teacher when
she returns to Formosa. First, after graduating from Bates, she
would like to earn a master's degree in chemistry (her present major) over here.
Legalized Suicide
Clement, before ending our interview by playing his violin, divulged that he is here to concentrate his studying on physics. When
he goes hack home he wants to
work as a physical engit.ecr. When
pressed for furtller information
;>l>out his musical talents he said
that he's been playing violin for six
years and proudly showed me his
instrument, which was made in
Paris in 1846. Then he changed the
subject and we talked about football. For the life of him Clement
can't understand the game and
thinks it's a simple way to commit suicide.
The Shengs were both very impressed by the friendliness of the
people here in America, especially
at Bates. They were only on Taiwan about two years, having fled
there from Shanghai when the
Reds took over that city.

She thinks the food here at Bates,
by the way, is excellent. When she
boarded at school in Heidelberg
there was a steady diet of fried
potatoes, gravy, and tough, stringy
meat.
As Pretty As A Picture
When I walked into West Parker
there was the patter of little feet as
frosh girls scurried to keep from
being accused of fraternizing. Betty
Fish, the object of search, talked
at first with trepidation, and like .
rhocbe Johnson, had to be assured
that she wouldn't be considered a
coeducator before she would talk to
me.
Betty is an American here from
Tokyo, Japan, where her father
works for an oil company. She told
me elfervescently that she had "just
graduated from high school in
Tokyo." and had picked Bates because she wanted a small coed coll'.ge. and that the aunpus here is
as pretty as the pictures," and
that "Japan is wonderful; it's different and oriental." and that she is
interested in everything. When
querried -is to what "everything"
included she mentioned w^lersports
("everything will lie frozen here"),
cooking, playing the piano, and
"practically
everything
except
schoolhooks."

An experienced traveler, Betty
has been to Japan twice and visited
Europe and the Near East this past
summer. She said that there have
been many changes in Japan and
especially commented on the way
:
n which the cities have been Americanized (the shop windows are full
of U. S. goods), and noted that
Non-Punishable Coeducation
now women have a free choice in
At Hacker House, Phoebe Ann marriage, which wasn't true before
Johnson, an American citizen here 1946.
from Germany, where her father is a
full colonel in the army, wouldn't From Blitz To Bates
His roommates told me I would
see me at first. Finally, when she
was assured that an interview find Riley Burns playing tennis bewasn't coeducation and thus pun- hind !?oger Bill. He was out there
ishable, the cute, blonde freshman, running around energetically on
one of the courts, but stopped for a
cooperated wholeheartedly.
Originally from Vermont, Phoebe few moments to tell me something
went to Germany in 1949 from Ar- about himself. Like Phoebe Ann
kansas. Listen carefully and you and Betty, Riley is an American
can still hear an Arkansas drawl citizen, coming to Bates from Lonwhen she speaks. Despite wide tra- don, England. He went to high
vel experience, she wants to stay in school over there at Eton and Walthe United States after graduation lis and wanted at first to go to
from Bates and become a country MIT. However, he was advised by
nurse. She went to high schools an MIT professor to come to Bates
for dependants of service personnel for his first four years.
while in Germany, one year in
Riley has traveled around the
Stuttgart and one year in Heidel- world (United States, South Amerberg, while her father was stationed ica, Europe, Asia) with his father
at those places.
who is a chemical and petroleum
When asked about some of her
(Continued on page eight)
experiences with the German peo-

JOHNSON'S

Open Daily Year 'Round
Landmark For Hungry Americans
FULL COURSE MEALS

pie, Phoebe sakl that she had belonged
to a German-American
vouth club. There were five Americans and about thirty-five Germans in the club and they tried to
help each other understand their
different cultures. Through this experience Phoebe also learned to
speak a little German and became
able to understand the language
fairly well.

—
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YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in
Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International —
Wallace

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
Portland Rd., Auburn, Maine

Tel. 4-7671
50 Lisbon St.

Lewiston
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Cat Nips By Ray Zelch

Intramural Staff
Plans New Rules

Bates Defeated By Mass,
Drop Home OpenerA21-7

By Gordon D. Hall
With , the intramural football
By Al Hakes
■it
season well under way, Middle,
Sparked by the flashy running of
South, Bardwell, and the Off- freshman Teddy Piers and the
Campus-Sampsonville combine are quarterbarking of Noel RecbenacKThe . Bobcats .arc coming and although comparatively small for still in the unbeaten untied ranks,
cr, a strong University of Massathey're coming fast! In their open- football and especially as an end, as this is written. Competition is
chusetts football team squeezed
er against Yale University, they li.is been Ducky Pond's number one hot, however, and one or more of
• hrough to a 21-7 victory over
got off to an inauspicious begin- replacement as a flanker, and has these teams may be expected to fall.
Bates on Garcelon Field Sept. 29.
ning. Then on the following Sat- been doing a whale of a job. Dom
At the present time the age-old It was a cold and windy day, and
urday, the Garnet-clad Bates grid- Gacetta, too, has been working Intramural Constitution is in the
a small but enthusiastic crowd was
sters showed marked improvement hard and is starting to take shape. process of being rewritten to proon hand to watch a badly outas they lost to the University of And how about some of the senior vide a little better working basis
manned Bobcat squad take the
Massachusetts by two touchdowns, linemen on the squad? Tom Jones, tor the program. The aim of the
play away from the Redmcn in the
21-7.
Dcwey Barton, and "Beaver" Se- program is to provide athletic recfirst half only to be sopped again
vigny have been putting in long reation for those boys who are unand again within sight of the enLast week, the Pond students
and tedious hours on the practice able to attain Varsity ranks. One
emy goal.
traveled down to Springfield,
field, and they too will be heard phase of it yet to be straightened
Play surged back and forth for
but lost their third game of the
from frequently before the final out is the eligibility rule. TK- only
the first two periods, mostly in
season, 34-12. However, don't
whistle is 'blown this season. In ones who were exempted from
Massachusetts territory. The kickget fooled by the final score.
fact, Sevigny earned himseJf a competing on the intramural level
ing of acting-captain Fred Douglas
The tilt was much closer than
starting berth last week and turned under the old rule were those who
the final reading indicated, and
in a fine performance.
had actually participated in a
from all reports, the locals disVarsity contest during that seaplayed their best brand of footThe sophomores on the team
son.
have been gaining valuable expeball of the young season.
Rule Causes Problems
rience in this, their first year of
According to the pre-game odds,
This ,-ontroversial ruling caused
varsity football, and are beBy Bob Kolovson
Springfield was figured to be able
many
"situations" where a man
ginning to demonstrate that
to have things their own way
The
Bates
cross-country team
would
be
jumping
back
and
forth
they will be tremendous assets
throughout the afternoon. But the
lest
its
first
meet
of the season to a
between
Varsity
and
intramural
to Bates both this year and in
Maroons had to work and work
squads. The ruling will probably be strong Maine outfit by a score of
the seasons to come. Players
hard to turn back the determined
changed, but no agreement has 17 to 44 up at Orono on Saturday.
like Mike Baumann, "Count"
Bates crew. At half-time they led
been reached as yet between the
Dom Casavant, by running a
Swiszewski, Bob Greenburg,
only by a single point, and going
members of the Student Council very fine race, managed to save
Pete Knapp, Bob Simons, Bob
into the final quarter, had a 14-12
and the Athletic Department.
face and points for the Bobcats as
Smith, and Ralph Vena are
advantage. But then the tide broke,
The intramural award system is he finished fourth. It was Dom's
names that will be heard from
and the hosts intercepted three
probably the least publicized and best effort in three years and leads
before too much time has
Bates passed and turned them all
elapsed.
least understood part of the whole one to believe that he has at last
;
nto touchdowns. This proved to be
program. Every member of a win- r-alizcd all the potentialities of
And let's look at the backfield.
too much for the Cats and they
ning team is' awarded four points, which he has been deemed capable.
Dirk
Bergquist.
only
a
sophomofc,
never could come back.
:.nd every member of a losing team Bob Goldsmith, hampered by a
had been looking mighty promisgets two. In case of a tie which is minor leg ailment and under orders
The Bates line was outstanding prior to an injury suffered imnot replayed, members of both not to push himself too hard, had
ing, and as a result, the highly
mediately following the Yale game
teams get three points each. These to be satisfied with number eight
touted Springfield running atin practice, but his return to the
points are accumulated ami at the position. Other Bates entrants in
tack was held to a minimum.
lineup in the future will be a disend of the year the top ten percent order of their finish were Halliday,
To make a long story short,
tinct aid to the presently crippled
of point winners receive the bronze Schmutz, Eastman, and Reuling.
Bates played a truly outstandbackfield. Al Goddard is filling in
intramural emblem.
Coach Has Tough Job
ing game all the way around.
as the Bates signal-caller, and conPoints
Collected
By
Classes
Coach C. Ray Thompson is goThe tilt proved that Bates is tinues to win the admiration of all
Moreover these points are col- ing to have his hands full again
for
his
defensive
work.
Bob
Abbott
still a fighting outfit and a team to
lected by classes, and the class •bis year trying to field a team with
be reckoned with in future contests. has been bothered by a bad ankle,
having the greatest number of enough speed and stamina to give
but
he
is
another
who
is
showing
Richie Raia and Don Barrios have
points for the year will have their the opposition too many headaches.
taken over the passing department plenty of fight and the will to win.
numerals carved in the Intramural He has a legitimate excuse for the
left vacant by the unfortunate inAnd also in the backfield is a
Flaque in the lobby of the Alumni Maine defeat in that the Bears had
jury suffered by Dave Harkins, and
155 pound sophomore, who alGymnasium. All members of win- three weeks of practice against
with a little more practice, will
though quite small for interning teams in any sport, on the only one for the Bobcats. But even
bring the Bates passing attack up
collegiate football, has shown
approval of the manager and the so, the team is going to have to
to par. Nate Boonc is starting to do
that he has what it takes inside,
Intramural Council, will receive work hard if they want to improve
some nifty running, and the puntand has shown no fear whatsoon the record of last year's luckless
the Intramural certificate.
ing of capable Fred Douglas has
ever of hitting some of his bigThis system is not at all new, I arricrs.
been truly outstanding. And the
ger and heavier colleagues in
This year Coach Thompson is
but merely an intramural phase of
end play of flankers Don Hamilton
scrimmage
sessions.
Louis
which few were conscious. In or- .vithout the services of veterans
and Charlie Pappas has been showRose has been out to every
der to carry out the program ef- "Duke" Dukakis, who will not reing constant improvement.
practice since before the first
fectively, managers must take turn to school till next semester,
tilt with Yale, and he truly
But they are certainly not the
special care that they report the !'on Graves and Gene Harley who
exemplifies the "spirit of the
only ones who are keeping Bates
names of everyone who plays in for various reasons will be unable
fighting Bobcat!"
in the thick of the fight against
each game, and their co-operation :o help the team, and John Kasius
the enemy teams on the Garnet
Yes, Bates may be small in num- will be greatly appreciated.
(Continued on page seven)
• schedule. How about the midbers and limited in manpower, but
dle of the Bates forward wall
they are showing that they have
where it is usually difficult to
the stuff to go out on the gridiron
pick out men who are playing
lighting and to win ball games.
steady football. Fellows like
They have the spirit and they cerBill Wyman, Russ Wheeler,
Dick Coughlin, Larry Ovian,
tainly have the coach, Ducky Pond.
Have You Tried STECKINO'S Original PIZZA PIES?
Ray Moffett, Phil Russell, Bob
And that is why I say, that on
SERVING ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS
Diehl, and Bud DiMaria have
Saturday afternoon at around 4:00,
been looking better in each
STEAKS — CHOPS — SALADS our specialty
the Hathorn Hall bell will peal out
game as they do the battling up
DIAL
4-4151
104 Middle St., Lewiston
the first Bates athletic victory of
front.

U.M. Team Tops
Bobcat Harriers

STECKINO HOTEL
and cafe

And then there's a diminutive the year as the Bobcats engage
end by the name of Chris Nast, who Tufts on Garcelon Field.

"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

The
FOR

Colonial Lunch

Corsages

(Just Over on Main St.)
Welcomes Everyone
at
Bates College
OUR FOOD IS STILL
THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT WE HAVE

CALL

DUBE'S
FLOWER SHOP
83 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

195 Lisbon St.

-

Attention!
Bates Students
—SHOES—
FOR EVERY OCCASION
SPORT AND DRkSS

CANCELLATION
SHOE STORE
36 COURT ST., AUBURN

for Bates consistently kept
visitors back, but neither tea
could score and the half ended 0
an even keel.
A fumble in the Bates backfi ]
set up the first Massachusetts scoi
early in third quarter. The Rednt
100k the kickoff, but were si o
forced to punt to the Bates 43 y
line. The fumble gave the visitor
nossession there, and a few pi v
iater they had driven to the Ba16. At that point a pitch-out iron
Reebenackcr to Piers, a play ij
pair worked successfully all aft r
noon, sent the latter over .standin
up for the game's first score. Smit
kicked the point, and it was 7-1.
Bates Ties Score
Bates lost no time in knot:
the count as Barrios brought th
kick-off back to the Bates 40
Massachusetts held, but a penalt
on fourth down gave the Bob
cats a first down on the ene-n
46. From there Richie Raia race
around his own left end all the wa
to the Massachusetts eleven befori
he was hauled down. Al Godda:<i
working at quarterback in place (
Dave Harkins who had been bin
early in the game, called for a pas
and Raia tossed to Don Hamiltn
in the end zone for Bates' fin
score of the season. Fred Dougla
Kicked the then all-important poin
and the score was tied, 7-7.
100 Yard Dash
At that point the roof fell 1
Piers took Douglas kick-off stand
ing on his own goal line, slipped
nearly fell, recovered, and dashei
100 yards through the entire Bat,
team for the touchdown. Smil
again kicked the point, and tbdj
spirits of the Bates fans did a rapii
drop from a new high to a ncv
low as the visitors took a 14-7 lead
By this time the superior man
power of the Massachusetts team
was beginning to tell. Only a ma^
nificent 70 yard punt by Douglas
f
rom his own end zone, prevent,
further scoring as the third peri,
ended.
The last scoring of the ganiel
.ame midway in the fourth quar
ter when the Redmcn powem
their way on the ground to the
Hates 20 after an exchange
punts. Reebenacker faked another
of the pitchouts which had t'le
Bobcats off balance all aftcrnor 1
kept the ball himself, and dash<<l
through for the score. Once mo:e
Smith split the bar, and as far
(Continued on page seven)

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
AND SPORT
274 Main St.

Lewiston

Phone 3-0431
Romeo E. Thibodeau
Edrick J. Thibodeau

Fountain
Specials
In Cool, Air Conditioned
Pleasant Surroundings

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM
TeL 2-6422
162 Lisbon St

Lewiston, Me.
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Weak Tufts Eleven Faces
Victory Hungry Bobcats
By Roger Schmutz
Garcelon Field will be the scene
,• a clash between two non-victoroUs teams this Saturday, when the
lirice beaten Bates eleven takes on
, twice whipped Tufts contingent.
\ tough 34 to 12 defeat at the hands
of Springfield last Saturday, cou>U'd with previous losses to Yale
ind Massachusetts, have left the
Bobcats with a zero and three rec: 1. However, all these games, with
tic exception of the opener, have
,u close for at least three quarers.
On the other hand, the Jumbos
from Medford have been thoroughoutclassed from the opening
whistle in their two encounters to
date. After dropping their opener
Bowdoin, 47 to 7, they were
•nulled by a surprisingly strong
Northeastern University squad, 39
7. Actually, the Huskies were
:ihead 32 to 7 at half time and it
vas mainly because they were penalized 167 yards, mostly for unnec■.ary roughness, that the score
didn't reach stratospheric proportions,

accomplished about equally through
the air and on the ground showing
that the boys from Medford are
none too strong in either department.
•Cats Should Win
Taken as a whole then, it appears
that this Saturday's clash will afford the Bobcats their best opportunity to date to break into the
win colurrin. Moreover, if precedent
has anything to do with it. Bates
should win this one. The 1949 battle
between these two clubs was one of
the most exciting that Garcelon
Field has ever witnessed. Sparked
by Walker Heap's now lengendary
run with an intercepted pass, the
Bobcats eked out a 12 to 7 victory.
Last year at Medford, the tables
were turned &nd Tufts coasted to
an easy 25 to 0 win.
Consequently, despite the slew of
injuries that have so drastically
hampered them, the Bobcats seem
to have a good chance to post their
first win of the year by defeating
the Jumbos.

Cross Country

lumbos Appear Weak
Under such circumstances, it is
-omewhat difficult to closely eval;.te the Jumbos' offensive ability.
Suffice it to say that their tricky
T formation simply hasn't clicked.
Their most powerful weapon seems
be a flat pass from quarterback
['„.', Median lo left half Bill Burns.
fhis play gave Tufts their only
score against Northeastern and accounted for most of the 88 yards
they gained passing in that encounter.
As tor their defensive ability, the
Jumbos have left a great deal to
'ie desired. They have allowed 86
points to their opponents while
-coring only fourteen themselves
uid have given up almost a thousand yards in total offense in just
•wo games. These totals have been

(Continued from page six)
and Don Holstrom who have transferred to NYU and Michigan respectively. Up from last year's
promising freshman squad are Rog<-r Schmutz. Tom Halliday. Clyde
Eastman, and Walt Reuling. With
sufficient practice over the longer
varsity course, these boys may help
carry -nun- of the load now being
borne by the reliables, Casavant
and Goldsmith. The next meet will
be against Northeastern here on
Saturday.
Frosh Look Better
Freshman prospects are more
heartening according
to Coach
Thompson. Eleven frosh have reported for action, many of whom
turned in creditable performances
in high and prep schools.

Bill Davis
SMOKE SHOP

FOR THAT
EVENING SNACK
Try

A Hamburg

Headquarters for Pipes and
Complete Smokers'
Equipment

from

COOPER'S

Lewiston's busiest
little store

Sabattus Street
Near Campus Avenue

Lewiston

28 Ash St.

GUARANTEED
The Century Collar of the

VAN HEUSEN SHIRT

You've Tried the Rest.
Now

Try

the

LONG PLAYING
RECORDS

30% off

Service

Factory New! Every Record
Guaranteed!

DRY CLEANSING

For
FREE
Complete
Catalogue and Price List

SERVICE

write to:

Record Haven
Stores

Best!
INCORPORATED

Springfield got back* in the game
about halfway through the same
period when Wiseman returned a
Bates punt to the Bobcat 30 yard line.
A pair of passes from Don Teel to
Ritter brought the touchdown. Hoffman kicked the point for the home
team and the score stood 7-6. This
was still the count as the half ended.

Mass Game

$3.95
Lewiston, Maine

the Springfield 10 yard line. Bates
took possession on the six, and Don
Barrios raced around left end to give
the Bobcats six points and the lead
for the first time this year. The Gymnasts blocked the extra point attempt.

The roster contains an abundance in the second period when big Russ
Flood of Springfield brought the
of backfieldmen, but a paucity of Wheeler blocked Holenko's punt on
tackles, guards and ends. To
Bates kickoff back 40 yards to the
strengthen
the
flanker
spots.
visitors' 26 at the start of the third
Hatch may shift some of the faster
peril d After the Gymnasts had failbacks who are primarily runners to
ed to go through the line, another
(Continued from page six)
tiie end positions.
Teel to Ritter pass made it 13-6.
scoring was concerned the game
Again Hoffman kicked the point.
Bocks Show Promise
was over.
Pa«s Nets Second Score
Although it is still too early in Passing Fails
the season to name a starting lineA few minutes later Bates was
Bates took to the air in the last
up, backs Gary Burke, Bob Chumback in the game, as Nate Boone led
moments in a desperate effort to
bok, Joe DiMartinis, Ernie Ern,
a running attack that worked the ball
score again, but Massachusetts held
Ralph Froio, Dave Higgins, Bob
all the way to the Springfield 25.
the ball as long as possible each
True. Herb Morton, Bob Atwatcr.
From that point the Bobcats tried anLime it took over, and the last
ind Bob Rcny have showed speed
other pass, this one going from Dbn
whistle blew with the home team
and promise. Lucian Brown, John
Barrios to Charlie Pappas in the end
on the short end of a 21-7 count.
Barton. Jack Eisner, Marvin Kushzone. The trv for the point was blockMassachusetts did most of its ed, and the Gymnasts clung to a 14-12
uer, Alfred Ely, and Spencer Hall
are also pressing for starting as- gaming on the ground, as Bates lead at the end of the period.
signments, with the latter two pos- mixed its attack up more. Raia,
At this point Bates' passing attack
Goddard, Boone and Barrios were
sibly being converted to end.
began
to work in reverse, as the
siand-outs in the backfield for the
Bob Cash and Gene Soto have
Bobcats, and Larry Ovian was top Cats tried hard to pick up another
ihc inside track at center thus far, man in the line. Fred Douglas score that might have given them one
with Max Baker giving the pair a seemed to be all over the place, of the bigeest upsets of the year.
battle for the pivot position.
and despite an injured knee was a Ryan of Springfield picked off one
Don Smith. Bob Bean. Al Kafka, key man on both attack and de- <.f Richie Raia's passes deep in Bates
and Ed MrKinnon arc the end can- fense.
Pappas
and
Hamilton territory and raced to about the one
foot line. Leroy pushed through the
didates, while Leverett Campbell. looked good at ends.
middle for the third Springfield
Marco DeSalle, and Paul Barbera
Bates showed tip well in its first
are fighting it out for the guard home game, and with a better touchdown, and Hoffman's accurate
slots. Art Paton, Dick Barton. share of the breaks might easily toe made it 21-12.
Carl Harris, and Phil Cowan head have reversed the final score. It Springfield Ices Contest
a promising tackle squad with Bob appears stronger than last year's The clincher came just a few moDay. Charles Kass. and Glenn c hib, especially in the backfield, ments later, when after a first down
Lindburg providing stiff competi- and if it can escape without many on the visitors' 35, Teel threw to
tion. Dick Ehrenfcld, a placekick more injuries, should give some Pilatowski in the end zone. This
specialist, rounds out the squad.
good accounts of itself before the tirne Hoffman missed, but the damFirst Game Oct. 19
year is over.
age was done. The Gymnasts once
Since the game scheduled tor Oct.
started were not to be stopped, and
12 with Brewster Academy has will invade the home gridiron Oct. the last score of the game was set
been cancelled, the Bobkittens will 26. Maine Central Institute and up by another intercepted pass. The
make their initial appearance of the Hebron Academy are booked for game ended with the final count
season Oct. 19 when they take on away contests to complete the Springfield 34, Bates 12.
Maine Maritime Academy on Gar- schedule. The shortness of the
Bates once again showed itself as a
celon field. Maine Maritime will slate is due to the late start the
team
capable of upsetting the
field a strong club, being probably frosh get in their practice sessions
toughest foes it meets (except perthe second toughest eleven the Gar- each fall.
haps Yale), and the Bobcat attack
net frosh will meet this year. In
In preparation for next week's
worked well, desptie those fourth
the second tilt, the strong Univer- opener with Maine Maritime, Coach
quarter lapses. The line did well to
sity of New Hampshire freshmen Hatch is attempting to line up a
stop Springfield's usually potent
scrimmage with an outside team
ground attack, in spite of the loss
WHY PAY MORE?
sometime the end of this week. This
of Larry Ovian. If the team conwould give him a chance to see
tinues to play as well they could conhow his squad shapes up against
a defense which doesn't know all ceivably break into the win column
even before State Series play begins.
its plays.
(33 1/3 R.P.M.)

205 Main Street

Quality

By Pete Knapp

Gymnasts Take Cats
In Hard Fought Game

Under the direction of Coach Bob
By Al Hakes
Hatch and Assistant Coach Chick
Leahey, the Bates freshman footAfter giving a highly touted
ball team has entered its second Springfield College eleven the scare
week of practice in preparation for of its life for three periods at Spring/ four-game schedule.
field last Saturday, a hard-fighting
Thirty-four have turned out for Bates team saw its own passes upse;
the squad, which will play two all chance of victory. It was a passhome games on the Garcelon field ing game for both teams all the way,
turf, and the other two away. but four last-quarter interceptions
Coach Hatch, who plans to employ gave Springfield three touchdowns
a single-wing formation this year and an eventual 34-12 win.
in lieu of last season's T, has been Cats Score First
conducting the customary early seaIt was a see-saw first qu'irter, with
son drills in conditioning and funboth teams apparently unable to get
damentals.
underway. Bates was first to score

will never wrinkle

FRANK'S STORE FOR MEN

[Courtesy

Kittens Prepare
For First Game

(Dept. C)

SAM'S

CLEANSERS A FURRIERS

Original Italian Sandwich
|268 Main St.
Tel. 2-9145

Call and Delivery

N/Y.

Opp. St. Joseph's Church

Agent:

If in NYC visit our Midtown stores
1125 6th Ave. - 1145 6th Ave.
1211 6th Ave.

L&A BOWLING
10

ALLEYS

CANDLE PINS
SNACK BAR

R. W. CLARK CO.
DRUGS

CHEMICALS

BIOLOGICALS
4 Registered Pharmacists

520 W. 48th St., New York 19,

MURIEL PLAYS

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
8 Ash St.

Tel. 2-0213

Main St. at Bates St.
Tel. 3-0031

t*r
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Foreign Students
(Continued from page five)
engineer. Instead of following in
his parent's Footsteps, Riley wants
to settle down here in the U. S. and
do research work in chemistry. Of
his eighteen year.- of life, seven
have been spent outside the United
States.
"Cricket:-", said Riley to my
question. "No, I never played it.
I never could see any sense to it."
He did see plenty of SCUM- in soccer, swimming, tennis, and baseball,
all of which he took part in in England. Then I asked him if he
thought there was any sense to
freshman rules. He was very noncommittal and merely replied that
he had had "no trouble yet."
It was interesting to learn that
1941 was the first time Riley had
gone to England because that
meant that he had been there during the bliiz when he was about
eight years old. He spoke quietly
about some of the things he had
done and seen then and summed
the whole situation up as a colossal
mess.

Vehicle Registration Frosh Rules
(Continued from page two)
House and Bardwell House
and Garcelon House.
In the parking space at the
North end of Russell House,
in the parking space extending
from Bardwell St. to College
St. in the rear of Hedge Laboratory. Hathorn Hall, and
Parker Halls. (Parking is permitted only on the side of the
street adjacent to the buildings
mentioned), and in the parking
space on Central Ave. adjacent
to John Bertram Hall.
There must be no parking at
any time in front of the walk
leading into Chase Hall, in the
driveway in front or rear of
John Bertram Hall, in the
driveway leading to the rear
of Smith Halls, or Bardwell, or
Garcelon Houses, or on lawns
anywhere.
One Dollar Fine
For an infraction of parking rules or for late registration of a car there is a fine of
$1.
After three infractions
the student is required to take
his car home.

Chase Hall

(Continued from page five)
pointed to the bedroom and said,
"There: is a guy in there drunk,
he'll help you." I entered the bedroom behind two of them. The
"guy" was rolled into a neat little
ball on the second floor of a two
story bunk. One of them woke him
and asked what he thought about
freshman rules. He pulled the blanket over his head saying. "It's a
wonderful school, go away." I asked them if they had any farther
comments or anything funny to
say. One of them told me to go up
to the third floor to see someone
named Melvin.
Melvin's Theories
I saw Melvin. He told me that he
had met the Secret Seven. I asked
if there was anything interesting
that happened, or if he wanted to
say anything about it. He contemplated, asked me where he might
put his record albums, and replied.
"It was a lot of fun. They had fun
and we had fun." Melvin, it seems,
had nothing further to say, so I
started to leave the room. As I
was passing through the doorway

(Continued from page one)
side the record booth door with a
light, a pad of paper and pencil,
and a list of all the records on file.
The students pick the music by
writing on a slip of paper the title
and catalogue number of a song
they want played. This they put in
the box on the table marked "Suggestions." If they want it dedicated
to an individual or individuals, then
they must put the name or names
on the slip and it will be announced before the record is played.
Birthdays are also good reasons for
a special dedication. Any student
that has a desire to be a disc jockey for a night, may do so by coniacting the committee ahead of
time. In other words, to ■ sum it
up in one brief statement, we want
'o play the music you want to hear
and dance to.
Stags Necessary
Let's remember that stags are
necessary for a successful dance,

and certainly the Chase dances a„
no exception to the rule. To h(
encourage this, when there icharge at the door, the first :
students will be admitted free
These first ten may either be ;„
.-ouples or stag. Through the u.,
of "sets" the enterprising stag wi|
have plenty of opportunity to c.r
culate. There is certainly no neei
to mention that all members of tht
faculty arc welcome to all of
Chase dances. You don't need
invitation. Your active support
.ills', as necessary as is that of ti.e
students.
The Committee would also li'^e
to request the men to wear coats and ties to the Chase danci.
unless, of course, we have a speci ]
kind of dance where anything go
but until then let's have no jeans
or sweatshirts. We would like lo
set and maintain a standard for the
men as well as for the women. Because of this, a neat appearance
necessary.

Let's remember that "there's alsomeone suggested that I interview
ways something doing at Chase on
'he freshman girls. I accepted the
invitation and left for one of the Saturday nights."
coed houses.
Pete Whitaker, Chairman
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